Miniaturized electrodes are introduced in life sciences in a great number and variety. They are often designed for a special purpose without the need of quantitative analysis, such as for detecting cells or water droplets in a fluid channel. Other developments aim in monitoring a single quantity in a process where all other factors held constant.
Introduction
The vision is clear and often pronounced. Microelectrodes open up new horizons for bio-impedance measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This raises questions: How much will microelectrodes solve old problems? But more important is to ask: What problems need to be solved for optimal usage of microelectrodes [8;9] ?
As widely accepted, the measurement of passive electrical properties of cells and cell suspensions is a simple, fast and non invasive method [10] [11] [12] . Since electrical cell behavior is often well correlated with quality measures, impedance measurement is a good candidate for quality assessment for instance in medicine [1;13-15] , food industry [16] [17] [18] [19] or biotechnology [20;21] .
Besides well established arrangements with electrode dimension of centimeters, a trend to miniaturized electrode systems is obvious. The reason is the development of single cell monitoring but also the usage of miniaturized impedimetric sensors for minimal sample volume [2;4;22-24] .
It was up to the 60ies of last century not simple to make miniaturized electrodes. Today, almost any electrode shape and size even down to molecular level are feasible [25;26] . Based on theoretical prediction, like FEM (finite element method), most researchers are today sure about the behavior of the electrode systems in use [27] . Problems are not always obvious. For instance, the simulation of the field distribution at equally shaped electrodes but with different size yields the same pictures. But calculating the geometry factor d/A (distance / surface area) for a simple electrode geometry reveals marked differences. For instance, the geometry factor k for two plan parallel electrodes of A = 1 cm 2 and d = 1 cm is k = d/A = 1 cm -1 . The same proportion of the electrode geometry but with A = (10 x 10) cm 2 and d = 10 cm will yield k = 0.1 cm -1 . If we change direction towards very small electrodes, we find theoretically only a change of the geometry factor. Does this mean that approaching small dimension will only change a constant factor?
The experiment reveals: Microelectrodes are not simply small macroelectrodes [28] ! Here we present the characterization of a well defined macroscopic electrode system and show how to interpret the impedance behavior of miniaturized electrodes.
The paper does not contain sophisticated science but it is a rather practical approach for those researchers employing bio-impedance measurement as tool without having strong background in electrochemistry. It should help to make features found in experiments with miniaturized electrodes more understandable on a way for quantitative interpretation of data.
Impedance of cells
A very simple approach for modeling cells is an electrolytic solution (cell plasma) surrounded by an insulating membrane (plasma membrane). The extracellular space is filled with electrolyte as well, but may have a very distinct conductivity with respect to the conductivity of the cytoplasm. Although the cytoplasm contains membrane systems (e.g. endoplasmatic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, nuclear mem-brane or other membrane enclosed organelles) a pure resistive model for this part is often sufficient for a practical approach [29;30] .
Since intact cell membranes show a low conductance, the low frequency current (f < 10 kHz) will predominantly flow around the cells [31] [32] [33] . Only at higher frequencies (f > 1 MHz), when the membranes are electrically shortened, the impedance decreases due to the accessibility of the cytoplasm as current path which yields the -dispersion. The impedance at low frequencies gives information about the cell volume fraction since isolating cell membranes decrease the current path. This however, needs either calibration with known cell densities or the knowledge of the conductivity of the extracellular electrolytes as well as the electrode geometry. More advanced is the impedance measurement over the entire -dispersion and extracting the cell volume fraction using suitable physical models [34] . Since only cells with intact, i.e. insulating, membranes contribute to the -dispersion, an important quality parameter for tissue and cell suspension related to the fraction of damaged cells can be derived from the impedance spectrum [1;3;35-39] .
The influence of the cells on the measured signal will vanish at cell volume fraction below about 0.1 %, usually already earlier [1] . This means, for large cells (r cell > 10 m), a detection limit of around 2 .
10
5 cell/mL is reasonable while for detecting small bacteria almost 10 9 cells/mL are necessary.
However, ionic cell metabolites can change the conductivity of the suspension medium, especially if media with low conductivity are used. In this case, the volume fraction of the cells excluded from the volume carrying the current is unimportant. Only the concentration of the ionic metabolites in the extracellular electrolyte matters. The release of ionic species from the cells is either governed by the normal metabolism or due to cell lysis either by osmotic shock [40;41] when suspended in distilled water or by treatment like heat shock, sonication or electroporation [16;17;42] .
At frequencies in the microwave region (e.g. f = 2.54 GHz), a specific absorption of water molecules allow the assessment of water content. Since the water content changes with aging of tissue, e.g. agricultural products, it is related to quality measures. Moreover, it was shown to be sensitive to the dry organic mass in slurries like biogas substrate [43] .
Measurement methods
Besides well established methods for low frequency impedance measurements like bridge balancing, the application of a voltage to the MUT (material under test) and monitoring the total current (potentiostatic measurement) or vice versa, controlling the current while monitoring the voltage dropping at the MUT (galvanostatic measurement) is widely used [44] . For objects with linear U/I-characteristic (voltage/current) it is unimportant whether the measurement is done in time or frequency domain.
For dielectric spectroscopy in a frequency range above 300 MHz parasitic elements will prevent accurate measurements by simply measuring current and voltage. In order to have a defined connection to the MUT, transmission lines with well known wave impedance are used together with network analyzers. Network analyzers monitor not only the energy transmitted by the MUT but also the reflected wave [45;46] .
Many applications of bioimpedance measurement make use of galvanically coupled electrodes. The common problem with these electrodes is the electrode polarization in contact with aqueous electrolytes [28;47] . However, even if galvanically decoupled electrodes, e.g. metal electrodes passivated by a layer of dielectric material, are used, the measured results often depart from the prediction.
Electrode impedance
The most important frequency range for characterization of cells, tissue, slurries or for biosensors is between dc and 10 MHz which includes the conductivity of suspension media but also the -dispersion arising from the polarization of intact cell membranes [48] and the microwave range (2-4 GHz) where the water content predominantly influences the impedance [49] . While antennas and galvanically decoupled electrode systems dominate in the microwave range, galvanically coupled electrodes are preferred for the low frequency range.
When a metal electrode touches an aqueous electrolyte, metal ions go into solution building up a charged layer at the surface [50] [51] [52] . Together with counterions a rigid double layer at the electrode, the so called Helmholtz layer ( Fig.1) is formed. Weaker electrostatic forces from the charged metal surface are responsible for the creation of a diffuse layer. The mobility of ions in this Gouy-Chapman layer is limited by diffusion.
The impedance of the interface between the electrode and electrolyte arises from the charge transfer within the Helmholtz layer and the impedance of the Gouy-Chapman layer [45;46;49;53] . Two resistive elements can be distinguished; the almost ohmic Nernst impedance governed by the charge transfer (R c ) and the Warburg impedance (Z W ) arising from the diffusion limitation within the GouyChapman layer (Fig.2) .
Other then the Nernst impedance, the Warburg impedance is frequency dependent due to the diffusion process of the charge carriers. It can be modeled using a constant phase element (CPE). Because the charge mobility within the electrical double layer is limited, it behaves like a lossy capacitor (C dl ). Independent of the electrode behavior is the resistance of the bulk electrolytes R bulk . 
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-23 J/K). T is the absolute temperature and r is the relative permittivity. The number to use for r , where mostly r = 78 is assumed at room temperature for aqueous electrolytes, is not always clear since the relative permittivity in a region of hindered mobility decreases. Note, that the concentration is usually given in mol/L which is off by a factor of 1000 with regard to the basic SI units and needs to taken into account for calculation of D . z is the charge carried by the i-th specimen and c the concentration. The extent of the electrical double layer is negligible, if macroscopic electrodes with electrode spacing on the order of millimeters or centimeters are used [54] . However, it may be important if one tries to detect internal structures electrically using submicrometer electrodes or a conductive AFM-tip (atomic force microscopy, special tips). As seen in Fig.3 , the double layer thickness is less than a nanometer for electrolytes with physiological salt concentration (140 mM), but can reach more than a micrometer for distilled water (0.1 M). The electrode impedance varies greatly with respect to the electrode potential as seen by cyclic voltammetry (Fig.4 ) [55] . Theoretically, the entire electrode impedance can be calculated [56] . However, as seen in Fig.4 even for electrodes of the same material and identical geometry, the current/voltage relation differs making the impedance dependent on the electrode potential. The electrode current I = AJ 0 as function of the electrode potential E (measured against the H + -electrode) is governed by the Butler-Volmer equation. A is the electrode surface and J 0 the exchange current density. This equation assumes both, anodic as well as cathodic reactions at the electrode where E eq is the electrode potential when the total current is zero, i.e. the electrochemical equilibrium is reached. n is the molar fraction, F is the Faraday constant (F = eN A = 9.6
. 10 4 C/mol) and R the uni-
is a dimensionless symmetry factor and T the absolute temperature. The charge transfer resistance is therefore R c = E/T. It becomes infinite, when E=E eq , i.e. no chemical reaction takes place. 
is the angular frequency and j is the square root of -1. With the conductivity , D can be estimated for aqueous 1:1 electrolytes by c
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A charged surface of the electrode will influence the impedance as well but also the electrode potential especially for small potential differences between the electrode and the electrolyte. The surface potential is the -potential which equals the voltage drop across the Gouy-Chapman layer [55] . Since this layer is built up by weak electrostatic forces, a flow of the medium contacting the electrode will disturb this layer. The Gouy-Chapman layer vanishes at sufficiently high speed of the medium contacting the electrode. This has two consequences -a lower electrode impedance due to the loss of the Warburg impedance and the potential of the electrolyte equals the -potential. Moreover, the phase angle of the Warburg impedance deviates from 45 o . It is unimportant for electrodes contacting unstirred solution but needs to be taken into account in fluidic systems or when the medium is stirred, e.g. when cell suspensions are measured and stirring is applied for preventing settling of the cells.
It should be noted, that analytic equations presented are only valid for well defined boundary condition. Thus, they often provide only raw estimations. However, the theoretical prediction coincides well with the measurement for defined geometries of macroscopic electrodes and even more important for defined electrolytes [8] . In bioimpedance measurements specific properties of the electrode arrangement are often not known. Calibration procedures and the design of sophisticated electrode systems like tetrapolar electrodes can be used for compensation of the electrode behavior. But, not everything is always applicable.
Bipolar and tetrapolar electrodes
The simplest electrode configuration is the bipolar electrode. The calibration is in general done by using electrolytes with defined behavior such as conductivity and charge mobility [54] . KCl is a strong electrolyte with almost equal mobility of the K + and the Cl --ions and dissociates up to a concentration of 3 M almost completely. The conductivity over a wide range of temperatures and concentrations is listed in text books. The geometry constant k of any electrode in the low frequency region can be found by filling the measurement cell with KCl of known concentration and temperature measuring the real part G of the admittance. From the relation between the conductivity and conductance follows k = Cl /G. Using the calibrated chamber implies that the electrode behavior must not change during the measurement procedure. But, according to the considerations for the electrode impedance, exchanging the electrolyte influences the electrode impedance as well. Since this impedance is in series to the MUT, it is almost impossible to account for this. In this case, the electrode impedance should be as low as possible, for instance by using big electrodes or electrodes with a fractal surface [57;58] . Well established electrodes for this purpose are platinum black or iridium sputtered electrodes as they are used for pacemakers. In recent years, especially due to new developments in nanotechnology a great variety of fractal surfaces was presented.
A more elegant way for minimizing the influence of electrode polarization is the use of separate electrodes for current application and voltage measurement (tetrapolar interface) [49] . In this case an outer pair of electrodes is used for current injection while the voltage is monitored at separated inner pair of electrodes. Any voltage drop at the outer electrodes will not be monitored at the inner electrodes. If the voltage difference at the inner electrodes is monitored by a high impedance difference amplifier, the electrode potential, which should be the same at both inner electrodes, will not influence the measured potential difference.
For high frequency application, electrode polarization is mostly negligible due to the capacitive behavior of the electrical double layer. Moreover, the higher parasitic capacitances decrease the accuracy of tetrapolar interfaces, which makes bipolar interfaces the better choice for high frequency measurements.
When miniaturized electrodes are used, in many applications only bipolar interfaces, like interdigitated electrodes are considered. The suitability of tetrapolar electrodes is not only limited by the higher space requirement but also by the need to handle four leads instead of two. Thus, in MEMS (micro electro mechanical systems) predominantly bipolar electrodes are found.
Confidence region of electrodes
If only a distinction between two very different liquids like oil and water is needed, a single frequency measurement using a bipolar electrode will be sufficient. However, when a quantitative result is required, a careful test of the confidence region with respect to ionic strength and frequency range should be known. Especially miniaturized electrodes show often considerable deviation from ideal behavior because of the increasing influence of parasitic elements. An example of how complicate the electrical modeling of just a simple looking interdigitated electrode passivated with silicon nitride can be, is shown in Fig.5 . Fortunately, not all parasitic elements dominate the impedance measurement. However, this needs to be tested for each individual electrode system and application. It is convincing to test the range where electrodes yield predictable results by employing natural laws like Kohlrausch's law [59] . Moreover, the U/I-characteristic of electrode systems is important, because interpretation of impedance relies on measurements in a linear range of any system.
Material and Methods

Electrodes under test
Among a great variety of electrodes of different geometry, three often used electrodes are chosen. A four ring electrode where two outer rings served for current injection and an inner pair of rings was used for voltage monitoring (Fig.6 ). Another electrode configuration under test was a gold electrode made from a rewritable CD (Fig.7) . Preparing electrodes from CDs is a cheap way towards high quality gold electrodes [60] . High performance CD-Rs are composed of polycarbonate with a 24-karat gold layer of 30 nm. This is covered by a transparent lack. After removing the lack, a photoresist is used for masking the etching step, where the gold is removed by iodide etchant. The illumination of the photoresist using UV-light is masked by transparencies printed on an ordinary LASER-printer in high quality mode. Further processing involves the passivation of the leads to the active area of the electrodes. Structures down to 30 m were made, mostly for use in microfluidic channels formed by PDMS (silicone rubber, poly-dimethylsiloxan) (Fig.8c) .
Especially for the use in microfluidic devices, galvanically decoupled electrodes were developed (Fig.8) . The electrodes are interdigitated bipolar systems manufactured in a CMOS process and passivated by silicon nitride (SiN). The electrode devices were mounted on PCB-material and the bonds are molded in polyurethane.
Impedance measurement
Different impedance measurements systems such as Solartron 1260 (Schlumberger, UK), HP 4194 A (Agilent, USA) or IMPSPEC (MEODAT, Germany) were used with custom made front ends, allowing measurements of impedances from up to G in a frequency range from mHz up to 200 MHz depending on the impedance of the MUT. Front-ends for potentiostatic measurements were available as well as a symmetric, offset free current source for galvanostatic excitation [56] . If not otherwise noted, the temperature was 25 o C.
Impedance measurements in the microwave region are behind the scope of this paper.
Cyclic voltammetry
A potentiostat/galvanostat (Model 2059, AMEL instruments, Italy) was custom programmed using a PC equipped with an analog interface card. In all voltammetry experiments a platinum sheet was used as counter electrode while an Ag/AgCl-electrode immersed in 3 M KCl served as reference. Besides experiments for checking and calibrating the system where potassium-hexacyanoferrate electrolyte was used, all experiments shown here were done with biological relevant solutions like KCl or PBS.
Electrical stability
The potential difference for the electrode under test was measured against an Ag/AgCl -electrode using an electrometer amplifier with an input impedance of 50 T . A measurement was done every 30 s for several hours up to days. Especially for assessing the stability of surface modified sensor electrodes, stirring with different speed was introduced as additional independent parameter. Stirring influences the Gouy-Chapman layer and yields an effective electrode potential which depends on the -potential [61] . Moreover, due to shear forces surface modified electrodes can degrade faster in a stirred environment or in microfluidic channels. Another critical aspect is the water uptake of materials used for packaging or supporting the electrode system. Unfortunately, many materials, like most PCB-materials and polymers take up enough water in order to change significantly the parasitic elements of the electrode system. Bio-fouling was assessed for several electrode systems but is too complex to be presented here.
Electrode inspection
Several of the tested electrode devices showed a fast degradation. This was most pronounced for Ag/AgCl-electrodes prepared on gold surfaces. SEM (scanning electron microscopy) was employed for visualizing defects at the surface responsible for accelerated electrode corrosion. Using EDX (energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) even the origin of surface defect could be identified. For routine assessment of electrode surfaces, ordinary light microscopy was used.
Characterization of electrodes -procedures and results
Electrode development focuses in general on the electrode material and the geometry. The material should be chemically inert and mechanically stable and the geometry should be optimized for the object [60] . Despite much work is done in this field, even in our days poor electrode construction can be found. Moreover, measuring with non-suited electrode systems results in low reproducibility of the mea-surement and is often a reason for rejecting impedance measurement as method.
Practical tests of electrode systems for bioimpedance measurements should involve impedance spectroscopy with known substances over a range of ionic strength, cyclic voltammetry of the single electrodes as well as for reversible electrodes (e.g. Ag/AgCl) stability tests for the electrode potential. This characterizes an electrode system with respect to the useful frequency range, the maximum voltage to be applied as stimulus, the conductivity range of the MUT and the stability over time.
Impedance spectroscopy and calibration
When measuring in a frequency range between 10 Hz and 10 MHz, the influence of the electrode system changing with frequency is often not considered. This is well supported, since resonance points are only expected above this frequency range and transmission line behavior is negligible. This means, one would expect to calibrate the electrode with an electrolyte of known conductivity (e.g. 100 mM KCl measured for instance at 400 Hz) for the entire frequency range. The geometry factor will be expected to be the same for all other concentrations or even electrolytes as well. An example, that this is only partially true is given in Fig.9 using an electrode system as shown in Fig.6 . The electrodes were polished and impedance measurements in a frequency range between 10 Hz and 10 MHz were done at dilution series of KCl at 25 o C. KCl was chosen for the equal mobility of cations and anions which prevents the buildup of diffusion potentials.
The geometry coefficient should be theoretically constant. However, as seen in Fig.9 , slight departure from ideal behavior occurs. Besides some uncertainty of the KClconductivity (measured with LF-300, WTW Weinheim, Germany) parasitic elements of the electrode construction cause a systematic error. This can be compensated using a physical model of the electrode, which is behind the scope of this paper. The confidence region with respect to the frequency range can be derived from measurements as shown in Fig.9 . However, it is still somehow arbitrary, since there does not exist any normalized criteria.
Kohlrausch's Law
The most convincing check of an electrode system is the validation by a natural law. Strong electrolytes show a decrease in molar conductivity with increasing concentration due to the screening effect between ions. Kohlrausch found empirically the square dependence of the molar conductivity m on the square root of the concentration. 0 is the limiting molar conductivity at infinite dilution, i.e. the molar conductivity under condition without any screening of ions. Kohlrausch's law yields a straight line for the confidence region of k (Fig.10) .
Stability of the electrode potential
Since impedance measurements are done with ac, any instability in the dc-electrode potential should not influence the measurement result. However, when measuring at low frequency, e.g. below 10 Hz, an unstable dc potential can yield unpredictable results. The potential stabilizes with moderate current through the electrode. Thus, it is less important for bipolar interfaces but a great problem for tetrapolar electrode systems, because of the high ohmic coupling of the voltage monitor. The electrode potential of metal in aqueous electrolytes is governed by the metal ions in electrochemical equilibrium with the metal. Because of the very low activity of the metal ions even small changes in their total number will change the electrode potential on the order of several millivolt. Especially for monitoring or as reference reversible electrodes are used. The common choice for measurements at biological MUT is the Ag/AgCl electrode. Metallic silver is covered by the hardly soluble silver chloride. The electrode potential is determined by the equilibrium constant K D of the silver chloride dissociating into silver and chloride ions which is only dependent on the chloride ion concentration of the electrolyte. In usual practice an Ag/AgCl-electrode is immersed into 3 M KCl which is a 1:1 electrolyte with almost equal ionic mobility. Together with the high ionic strength only negligible diffusion potential appears. In miniaturized electrode systems it is often easier to expose the silver chloride directly to the MUT. Since the chloride activity in biological systems (e.g. suspension medium) is either known or changes only negligibly, even bare Ag/AgCl electrodes show a stable electrode potential. In applications like voltage monitoring across a pair of electrodes with equal properties, the actual electrode potential is even not important.
For this purpose gold electrodes made from CD-Rs were cathodically plated for 20 min with silver (electrolyte silver, Conrad, Germany) and subsequently for 10 min anodically chloridized in 1 M HCl. Silver wire was used as counter electrode. The current density was set to 1 mA/cm 2 . Fig.11 : Potential of surface modified electrodes with respect to an Ag/AgCl-electrode immersed in 3 M KCl. The chamber was filled with 140 mM PBS. A magnetic stirrer was used with a speed of about 500 rpm. Both test electrodes were made by plating silver onto gold with subsequent anodic oxidation in HCl. While one electrode was left bare, the other one was covered using a polyurethane gel.
When assessing the stability sometimes even without any electrical stimulus the electrode potential was changing by progressing corrosion in electrolytes like PBS or KCl. Examination using SEM (scanning electron microscopy) and EDX (energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) showed microscopic defects at the surface, where gold and silver were both exposed to the electrolyte (Fig.12) . Fig.12 : Surface defect at a Ag/AgCl covered gold electrode. The electrode was made from a CD-R carrying a 24-karat gold layer. The surface was scanned using EDX (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy). The rough surface is AgCl while the pure gold is found around the impurity which consist of organic dust. The stripe structure of the gold is a feature of the CD. (Image by Holger Rothe, iba Heiligenstadt)
The origin of these defects is not clear just from microscopic inspection. However, using EDX, we found organic dust as reason for non-uniformly covered electrodes (Fig.12) . The lines seen in the gold-region are due to the structure of the CD-R (compact disk), the material used for making the electrode.
In conclusion, we prepared our electrodes under a flow hood as clean as possible and used dried air jet for cleaning the electrodes from dust particles. This resulted in electrode surfaces to be stable (within 2 mV over more than a day). Quite different behaviour was found when the electrolyte was stirred. The electrode potential changes by more than 60 mV after about 30 min, depending on the speed of stirring (10 -500 rpm). Inspection of the electrode showed a complete dissolved AgCl-layer. This is understandable because silver chloride is hardly soluble but NOT insoluble. Stirring accelerates the dissolution due to overcoming the diffusion barrier. In order to prevent the stirring at the surface, we covered the electrode with a several micrometer thick layer of polyurethane gel (water resistive wood glue). This gel becomes hydrated and shows a similar conductivity as the surrounding electrolyte. The electrodes appeared to be stable, at least for a day (Fig.11) .
From macroscopic towards microscopic electrode dimensions
In order to assess the impedance of electrodes with dimensions ranging from 16 mm 2 down to 0.125 mm 2 and smaller, we prepared electrode patches using CD-Rs. Impedance was measured against a well defined macroscopic (cm-dimension) iridium sputtered titanium electrode. As test electrolyte served biologically relevant PBS (phosphate buffered saline) -dilution series from 140 mM down to 0.55 mM. A front end with high ohmic monitor amplifier [62;63] was used to interface the electrode to the gain-phase analyzer (Solartron 1260). The identification of the confidence region for a single Aumicroelectrode with surface area below 1 mm 2 is somehow arbitrary, since the impedance changes over the entire spectrum from 10 Hz up to 1 MHz. 18 mM. The red circles show the resistance estimated from the conductivity of the electrolyte and the geometry of the chamber inclusively the spreading resistance in series with the charge transfer resistance got from cyclic voltammetry. The resistance of the counter electrode was taken into account as well but it was small with only few percent of the charge transfer resistance.
In good approximation we used 1 kHz as frequency where the impedance is mostly governed by the impedance of the electrolyte. The confidence interval increased with increasing electrode area and extends from 100 Hz up to 200 kHz for the 16 mm 2 electrode. For further comparison of the larger electrodes their Wessel diagram for different dilution of PBS is shown in Fig.14 . By fast eye inspection it seems that the behaviour shown theoretically in Fig.2 is found in our measurements.
However, using the resistance of the saline, the spreading resistance as well as the charge transfer resistance, derived from the slope of the CV-diagram (Fig.15.) , it was impossible to account quantitatively for the electrode impedance as presented in Fig.2 .
The measurements were done with a stimulating voltage of 100 mV pp , e.g. the actual voltage ranged from -50 mV < U < 50 mV. Thus, for assessing the charge transfer resistance the slope of the U/I -characteristic in Fig.15a is relevant. Of course, just looking for the current at a given voltage should work theoretically, but with the data in Fig.15a , it is clear that the slope between -50 mV and 50 mV would be more reliable. Note that the slope I/ U is the small signal conductance and should be in good approximation the reciprocal of the charge transfer resistance R c . The current offset is not necessarily due to an offset in the instrument but appears at metal electrodes in general, especially when corrosion takes place. It should be noted that Fig.15 shows the measurement for 140 mM PBS. 2 ), a) -100 mV < U < 100 mV, b) -300 mV < U < 300 mV. The ramp steepness was set to 10 mV/s. An Ag/AgCl -electrode served as reference while a massive platinum electrode was used as counter electrode.
The slope for lower concentration is even smaller with more noise, making the assessment of the charge transfer resistance increasingly questionable with decreasing conductivity of the electrolyte. In our experiments, it reached even several M . As seen in Fig.13 and 14 , the maximum resistance found was much less than M at 1 kHz even for the smallest electrode contacting the less conductive electrolyte which means that the charge transfer resistance is already shortened by the resistance X c of the double layer capacitance. Assuming an average area specific capacity of the electric double of C dl = 30 Fcm -2 , which gives a capacitive resistance at 1 kHz for the 1 mm This excludes the interpretation that the half circle visible is due to the impedance of the double layer. However, as seen for the lowest electrolytic concentration in Fig.14c , the combination of Warburg and Nernst-impedance as shown in Fig.2 is evident as well but with only a small rest of the half circle left before the curve reaches the x-axis. Closer examination shows, that the feature shown in Fig.2 works well with big electrodes, such as parallel plates but vanishes with smaller electrode dimension.
The point, where the real axis (x-axis) is reached should be the impedance of the electrolyte. This can be calculated because of the simple geometry of the chamber and was found too small by almost an order of magnitude. Even the impedance of the counter electrode in series, which is only 1-2 % of the total impedance at 1 kHz will not considerably change the situation.
Something very important is the spreading resistance. Taking a very small electrode in a big chamber will concentrate the electric field lines near to the electrode, thereby creating a high resistance in this region as one can estimate it from the electric field distribution simulated in Fig.16 .
Using a simple approximation, the spreading resistance extends from the edge of a disk shaped electrode to the edge of the chamber (Fig.17) .
The onion like layers of differential spreading resistance dR s are assumed to be spherical and increase their area with the distance x from the electrode. The importance of the spreading resistance should be considered with respect to the dimension of the chamber. One limiting case is r el =r ch where R s becomes zero. This is the usual case for parallel plate electrodes. The other case is r el << r ch where r ch can be considered infinite, i.e. an electrode with negligible dimension resides in a big chamber (pointelectrode) which results in In conclusion, the current in the vicinity of a point electrode assesses an area which increases with the square of the radius resulting in a decrease of the current density. This effect vanishes with increasing electrode surface with respect to the dimension of the chamber. Taking into account the distribution of the resistance along the x-axis (Fig.17) when doing electrical measurements means that most information about the MUT is gained from the immediate vicinity of the electrode. On one hand, this is wanted for confinement of the measurement, e.g. at the tip of an AFM-probe, but is a real problem if small electrodes are used for monitoring the behaviour of big objects. Even by taking the spreading resistance into account, the data in Fig.14 could not be well fitted. The circles along the x-axis correspond to the sum of R s , R counterelectrode , and R saline . Finally, the measured resistance is in all cases too high.
The origin of the semicircle extending to R = 0 is the parasitic capacitance of the measuring chamber filled with electrolyte. It is not, however, just the intrinsic relaxation of the electrolyte with the characteristic frequency f 0 which is even for the lowest conductivity used here ( = 0.087 mScm -1 ) and the relative permittivity of water ( r = 78), f 0,electrolyte = r 0 still more than 2 MHz which is by far more than measured (100 kHz -1 MHz).
This however, does not mean that proper calibration of these electrodes was not possible. As seen in Fig.18 , a linear relationship between the measured conductance and the known (independently measured) conductivity of the MUT exist for all the electrode geometries. Calculating the geometry factor for the bigger electrodes yields sufficiently reproducible results (Fig.19) . But with decreasing electrode size a systematic error becomes noticeable. As seen in Fig.19 , k spreads from almost 6000 for the highest conductivity of the electrolyte (140 mM PBS, 15.35 mS/cm) down to 3500 for the lowest one (0.0869 mS/cm). Using a mean value for the geometry factor for calibration of the electrodes, Kohlrausch's law can be tested as well (Fig.20) . Even though Kohlrausch's law works over a wide range for macroscopic electrodes, like for instance electrode systems as shown in Fig.6 , an increasing scatter in the data prevents accurate measurements when the electrode area is below about 0.2 mm 2 . Because Kohlrausch's law is very sensitive to data scatter, it can serve for quality assessment of miniaturized electrodes. 
Non-linearity of electrode behaviour
If the exciting voltage is not more than 100 mV, one would not expect any non-linearities in the measurement associated with the electrodes. However, when minimizing electrodes, high curvature appears. As shown in Fig.16 , this concentrates the field so that almost all voltage can drop in these regions. According to Fig.15 even 100 mV can already drive an electrode system into a non linear region of the U/I-characteristic.
Galvanically decoupled electrodes
Electrode systems passivated by a dielectric layer show an almost pure capacitive behavior. The capcitance of this layer is important for processing the data since this impedance is in series to the MUT. It is not always simple to measure the thickness by AFM or ellipsometry. Such methods fail when electrode surfaces are rough. For electrodes shown in Fig. 8 we used the empty chamber and compared the measured capacity with this measured with the chamber filled with mercury. Since the capacity of the dielectric passivation layer is not changing, for instance by taking up water, it can be used to correct the data measured with other conductive MUT. An example of calibration result for the 20 m -electrode (Fig.8) is given in Fig 21. A clear functional dependence between the electrolyte conductivity and the impedance measured by this microelectrode was found for higher frequency (f > 10 kHz) and for low conductivity of the MUT (Fig.22) . The sensitivity of the electrode system vanishes with higher concentration. Below about 10 kHz only capacitive behavior with an impedance locus going staight down the y-axis was found. Despite the functional dependence between the impedance at higher frequency and the impedance of the electrode, quantitative analysis fails up to date. One reason is the instability of the measuring chamber due to the use of materials with a high water uptake and thus sometimes noticable changes of the parasitic elements of the chamber. 
Discrimination of water and oil
The use of aqueous droplets separated by paraffine oil gives the opportunity to grow cells separately in miniaturized volumina sequentially arranged in a tube [64] . Sensors in these systems detect the appearance of these droplets, for instance for synchonizing subsequent sensors, e.g. for viability test. Since the surface inside the microfluidic device is important, any gavanically coupled electrode may be harmful for the system. The impedance difference found with an empirical approach, where a galvanically decoupled micro electrode system is mounted in a fluid chamber, is shown in Fig.23 .
Despite the changes in impedance between both materials are very small, they are reproducible making this approach useful. However, quantitative analysis, like life/dead test of cells or counting of cells is not possible with these sensors. It is always advantageous to measure over a wide frequency range and to use the ratio of impedance magnitude at high and low frequency. This is especially useful if the impedance changes only in a part of the spectrum but stays indifferent for instance at high frequency. The advantage of the electric discrimination of droplets is the very simple and robust setup compared for instance to optical measurements.
Conclusion
Despite microelectrodes can be made in a great variety and with almost any geometry, they become most useful when quantitative measurements reliably with a high sensitivity are possible.
Bipolar interfaces show several advantages like a simpler construction but also a higher robustness during the measurement, because only two electrodes need to be covered by the MUT. Especially, if the MUT reaches the dimension of the electrode (e.g. single cells), a proper placement of the MUT sometimes fails. The disadvantage of bipolar electrodes, the electrode impedance in series to the MUT can be compensated using subsequent measurements with the electrode system filled with electrolyte only and then with the test system like cells. This however, works only properly, if the electrode impedance will not change. This can be assumed, if a galvanostatic setup is used. If the excitation current source is offset free and symmetric with respect to ground, the electrode impedance will stay constant and can be easily compensated. If it is economically feasible, the electrode should have fractal surface, thereby minimizing the current density and thus the electrode polarization. Since this reduces the electrode impedance even up to magnitudes, the measurement noise reduces considerably.
Tetrapolar electrodes should be used when they are applicable, even when miniaturized electrodes are required. Despite it seems that the impedance of the current carrying electrodes is not important, it can greatly increase the noise of the measurement. Using potentiometric excitation, the voltage must be high enough in order to have a sufficient current flow through the electrodes which will drive most electrodes already into a non linear range of the current/voltage characteristic. Moreover, if nearly all voltage drops at the electrodes, only small variation of the electrode behavior may change the measurement result significantly. But even by using a galvanostatic approach, a high voltage drop at the electrode-electrolyte interface will drive the electrode into a non linear region.
The electrodes used for voltage monitoring are highly critical with respect to stability. If applicable, reversible electrodes, like Ag/AgCl-electrodes should be used. The dimension of these electrodes should be as small as possible, since they behave like floating electrodes carrying a current along the surface, even under ac-condition. Although only negligible currents are involved, during a half period of excitation at the positive side of the electrode takes an anodic reaction place while a cathodic reaction can be found at the opposite side. Even if the voltage is much below die dissociation voltage, the sensitive equilibrium between metal and metal ions will be disturbed. Moreover, if reversible electrodes are used, electrochemical reactions are proceeding even at very small current and voltage difference. Any electrochemical changes due to diffusion in the electric field will not fully reverse during the time of opposite voltage due to asymmetric transport in a high diffusion gradient.
The best monitor electrode, if bandwidth is unimportant, is an Ag/AgCl-electrode immersed in 3 M KCl and connected to the microscopic object with a micropipette as it is used in patch clamping.
The connection electronics (front end) should be symmetric with respect to ground in order to avoid asymmetric load to the electrodes, thereby causing unpredictable chemical reactions.
Even miniaturized electrodes fulfill Kohlrasch's law, however, the noise increases considerably when the electrode dimension decreases. Thus, even by designing microelectrodes, it is desirable to make them as big as possible for the particular application.
